The simulations conducted for non-contacting face seals show that performance-related parameters greatly affect the distribution of temperature in the fluid film causing thermal deformations of the sealing rings. The results indicate that the thermal deformations of the rings should be taken into account at the design stage, especially when non-contacting face seals are to be used in high-performance systems. The mathematical model of heat transfer used for the simulations consists of a system of coupled differential equations with partial derivatives, including heat equations and an energy equation with precisely defined boundary conditions. The calculated distributions of temperature were used to determine the values of thermal deformations of the sealing rings.
The studies discussed in Refs. Khonsari, 2009a, 2009b) aimed at determining the distributions of temperature in the fluid film taking into account different types of flow of the fluid through the clearance. It is essential to develop more detailed models and verify the results by comparing them with the experimental data in order to understand the mechanisms of heat transfer in non-contacting face seals, and to determine their influence on the dynamics of the entire sealing system.
Because of their specific design and capability to operate under varied conditions, non-contacting face seals are important elements of sealing systems, especially those where high reliability is required. The solution to the complex mathematical model was used to perform a series of analyses the aim of which was to determine the effect of selected parameters on the changes in the temperature fields in the elements of the non-contacting face seal and calculate the thermal deformations of the rings.
Heat transfer model
The main design assumption concerning non-contacting face seals is to maintain the fluid-filled microclearance separating the mating rings. However, by properly adjusting its height, we can substantially reduce power loss and the heat flux generated in the fluid film, or minimize leakage, as defined by the respective standards. Prevention of large heat fluxes is particularly important, for instance, in machines and devices used in the food processing industry, where an elevated temperature can be a factor contributing to the occurrence of physical and chemical transitions in the processed products, making them unfit for human consumption.
The typical non-contacting face seal consists of two rings: the stator, flexibly mounted in the casing, and the rotor, rotating with the shaft of the rotary machine. The reliability and failure-free operation of non-contacting face seals is dependent on many factors, including heat transfer conditions and thermal deformations. Generally, it is assumed that the heat flux generated in the fluid film is transferred to the sealing rings and then through convection to the surrounding fluid being in contact with the rings on the process side.
The flow of the fluid through the radial clearance as well as the heat transfer between the clearance and the sealing rings are phenomena that can be described using a mathematical model composed of a system of cross-correlated differential equations with partial derivatives and pre-determined initial and boundary conditions necessary for their correct solution.
Mathematical models developed for non-contacting face seals require certain simplifying assumptions, such as those described in Ref. (Zhou, et al., 2007) :
 the physical phenomena are axisymmetric,  the flow through the radial clearance is pre-determined,  the liquid has Newtonian properties and is incompressible,  the mass forces for a small Reynolds number (Re<800) are negligible. With these simplifications it is possible to mathematically describe the phenomena occurring in the non-contacting face seal and then to solve the problems analytically or numerically.
Basic assumptions on the seal geometry and performance
The geometry-and performance-related parameters to be used to solve the mathematical model of the non-contacting face seal are presented in Table 1 . Table 2 shows parameters describing some of the properties of the materials used for the seal rings. For example, the properties of ceramic materials were taken into account in the numerical calculations presented in Ref. (Sommers, et al., 2010; Takosoglu, et al., 2009; Takosoglu, et al., 2012) . The model of a non-contacting face seal involves solving a complex system of cross-coupled differential equations with partial derivatives representing:
 the Reynolds equation,  the energy equation,  the heat equations for both sealing rings,  the equations of thermo-elasticity. To simultaneously solve the equations and determine such parameters as the distribution of pressure in the radial clearance, the distributions of temperature in the rings, and the thermal deformations, it is necessary to take into account a number of boundary conditions.
The solution of the thermohydrodynamic model was described and presented in our previous work (Blasiak, et al., 2013) .
In this paper, the heat transfer model was extended, assuming that forced convection occurs between the rotor and the surrounding fluid. Attention was also paid to thermal deformations resulting from different distributions of temperature in the sealing rings cross-sections. It should be emphasized that the height of the radial clearance in the non-contacting face seal operating under specified conditions has a significant effect on the leakage and power loss. The height of the clearance in the radial direction can be considerably different from the value defined in the design calculations.
The shape of the radial clearance is dependent on numerous factors, including the wear of the rings caused by unstable operation of the seal and/or the mechanical or thermal deformations of the rings. The deformations that may occur during the machine operation vary, according to the physical properties of the materials used for the sealing rings, such as thermal conductivity and the thermal expansion coefficient, as well as the heat transfer conditions related to the specific shape of the rings.
While solving the presented model, we also assumed forced convection at the interface between the rotor and the surrounding fluid. For the flexibly mounted stator, which it does not perform a rotary motion, the convection coefficient  was assumed to be constant, like in Ref. (Brunetière, et al., 2003a) . For the other ring, which rotates with the machine shaft, the convection coefficient  was calculated using the Becker correlation, like in Ref. (Lebeck, 1991 
Thermoelastic problem
The term thermoelasticity refers to a wide range of phenomena but it has been generalized to the classical theories of elasticity and thermal conductivity. This section will cover the basic equations for a uniform isotropic body. In the case considered, the heating of the surfaces of the rings is non-uniform due to changes in the temperature of the fluid, which, in consequence, cause deformations of these structural elements. The differences in the fluid temperature are responsible for the occurrence of strains ij  and stresses ij  in the sealing rings, see Ref. (Noda, et al., 2003) :
where the Kronecker symbol is defined as 1
Using the equations of equilibrium:
We can write the equations of displacements in the general form as:
The values of coefficients E and v are given in Table 2 . We also assumed that there were no external forces acting on the rings. Thus, 0 i F  in Eq. (2). By determining the displacements, we were able to predict the changes in the shape of the surfaces of the sealing rings, and accordingly, the geometry of the radial clearance.
The strains of the sealing rings were established with a commercially available system for numerical calculations based on the finite element method. The calculations were conducted using the analytically established distributions of temperature.
Results of the numerical calculations
The numerical calculations were performed using the mathematical model of the non-contacting face seal presented above. The distributions of temperature were determined on the basis of the relationships presented in Section 2, while the thermal deformations were established numerically applying a special FEM-based program.
The general function describing the shape of the radial clearance was represented in the form of relationship.
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The function of the clearance height (in the model presented) is dependent on the nominal clearance height (3) enables us to recalculate the whole model and determine the distributions of temperature in the sealing rings and the fluid film for a clearance geometry taking into account thermal deformations. Fig. 1 shows spatial distributions of temperature in the cross-sections of the stator, the film and the rotor. The heights and radii of the two rings and the clearance height are presented in a non-dimensional form, whereas the distributions of temperature for each of the elements are represented on a regular calculation mesh (10x10 points).
Influence of the changes in the clearance height
The maximum temperature is observed at the stator-fluid interface, where the friction between the fluid particles and the non-moving surface of the stator is the highest. Energy Equation, describing the distribution of the heat flux generated in the fluid film, and Fig. 1 , showing the distributions of temperature in the fluid film and the sealing rings, suggest that the heat flux can be reduced by increasing the clearance height. This will lead to a decrease in friction and power loss, but may also result in higher leakage, which is definitely undesirable. ) is almost half the value of that recorded for the rotor. We can notice that the largest deformations occur at points where the temperature reaches a maximum.
Influence of the changes in the angular velocity
Angular velocity is one of the most important parameters to have direct influence on the distribution of pressure in the fluid film as well as the value of the heat flux generated in the clearance. This can be explained by an increase in the friction resistance (tangential stress in the fluid), and, accordingly, a rise in the heat flux generated in the clearance, both contributing to thermal deformations of the seal rings. Fig. 4 . Deformations due to changes in temperature according to angular velocity.
The above diagrams (Fig. 4) show that, for the assumed model and geometry-and performance-related parameters, the surface deformations at 400 and 500 [rad/s] are almost identical. It should be noted that the maximum deformation of the stator is approximately the same as the nominal clearance height. The results confirm that thermal deformations of the rings should not be neglected as this would cause a considerable simplification of the mathematical model of the non-contacting face seal.
Discussion
As is frequently emphasized, non-contacting face seals are vital elements of many machines and devices. They are used in virtually all industries to suit many different operating and environmental conditions. Their main function is to maintain leak tightness, which requires forces acting on the rings to remain in equilibrium. The internal hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces need to be calculated at the design stage to conform to the conditions that the seal will operate in. This equilibrium of forces is easy to disturb, for example, by changes in pressure on the process side, unsuitable angular velocity, or, as is the case described in this paper, by thermal deformations of the surfaces of the rings and, accordingly, considerable changes in the shape of the radial clearance. There exists a direct relationship between the geometry of the radial clearance and the equilibrium of the forces acting on the rings, the leakage and the power loss in the seal. The thermal deformations in the form of changes in the clearance geometry may lead to improper operation of the seal and, in consequence, failure of the machine. Estimating the temperature and thermal deformations at the design stage will enable us to prevent excessive wear of the surfaces of the sealing rings and an uncontrolled increase in leakage or power loss.
Conclusions
The paper has dealt with a mathematical model describing heat transfer and thermal deformations in a non-contacting face seal with a flexibly mounted stator. The analysis has focused on the effect of performance-related parameters, including nominal clearance height and angular velocity, on the distributions of temperature in the fluid film and sealing rings, and the thermal deformations of the sealing rings, which is particularly important when the non-contacting face seal is to be used in a fluid flow machine. The simulation results indicate that the non-uniform distribution of temperature resulting from the character of the heat flux is responsible for the deformations of the sealing rings. These deformations should be taken into consideration when heat transfer phenomena at the fluid-ring interface are analyzed. The height of the radial clearance, or more specifically, its changes along the radius, affect the TEHD model of the non-contacting face seal. It can be concluded that models describing thermal deformations of sealing rings should be taken into account at the design phase when non-contacting face seals are to be used in turbomachines.  -density,  -dynamic viscosity,
